
12. TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS FOR TELEPHONIC COMMUNICATION (a book), Hague, Berlin, Cologne, Turin, Zurich, Bellagio-Rome,
K. S. Johnson. D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1927. G a, D

13. TRANSMISSION NETWORKS AND WAVE FILTERS (a book), T. E. Shea. h as 'm c
S intational

D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1929. has accomplished much international electrotechni-
14. PHASE DISTORTION IN TELEPHONE APPARATUS, C. E. Lane. Bell System cal work during its 29 years of activity.
Tech. Jl., v. 9, July 1930, p. 493-521. At its plenary meeting, in June 1935, at Scheven-
15. HARMONIC PRODUCTION IN FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS, Eugene Peterson. ingen-Bruxelles, the I.E.C. unanimously adopted
Bell System Tech. Ji., v. 7, Oct. 1928, p. 762-96. the Giorgi System of meter-kilogram-second (mks)

units, 15 countries being represented by the delegates
present. Every electrical engineer should make
himself acquainted with the significance of this
decision. In effect, it replaces the 3 systems at
present in use (namely, the absolute electromagnetic

L OptScgs system, the absolute electrostatic cgs system,
and the practical series) by one practical system.

iIEi } P{l,The fundamental units are so chosen that the
M Nro Systes n 0 unU tS present practical series or system becomes at oncean absolute system. This brings about a great

simplification in the teaching of units and in prac-
tical calculations.

At its plenary meeting of June 1935 at For the present, the question of rationalization
Scheveningen-Bruxelles, the International has been left for future consideration. As the per-

Electrotechnica Commission unanimouslmeability and permittivity of space are no longerElectrotechnical Commission unanimously unity, it would be an easy matter to fix their values
adopted the meter-kilogram-second (mks) so as to rationalize all calculations; that is to say, to
or Giorgi system of units, 1 5 of the 25 con- arrange matters so that the multiplier 4 -X comes into
stituent countries being represented. In those formulas only where it would be expected to
thispaper thentriesncipal r esentocal ante enter.
this paper the principal historical ante- Not since the International Congress of Electri-
cedents of this action by the I.E.C. are out- cians, at Paris7 in 1881, has there been made a de-
lined, and its principal import to electrical cision of similar international significance. It is the

eieniindicated. Since the prepa- purpose of this paper to outline the principal his-
engineering Is Inalcatea. oIce tne prepa- torical antecedents of this I.E.C. action, to indicate
ration of this paper there have been fur- its main import to electrical engineering, and to
ther important developments in connection suggest a few of the implications it may involve.
with the adoption of this system; reports of The account here given is, however, necessarilysubsidiary to the official minutes of the meeting,these developments, as translated from the which should be consulted by interested readers.
original French texts, are given in appen-
dixes I and II. HISTORY OF CGS AND PRACTICAL UNITS

As early as 1848, resistance boxes had been pro-

By duced in Germany, calibrated to correspond to the
AYRTHUR E. KENNELLY Hcrv~,rd Univenity,linear resistance of particular sizes of telegraph
HONORARY MEMBER A..E.E. HCrvrd Universit, wire. Gauss and Weber, about 1850, showed how

to make certain electric and magnetic measurements
in absolute measure, adopting for this purpose the
millimeter-milligram-second system (mms). In 1860,
Werner Siemens introduced his mercury unit of

S IS WELL KNOWN, the Inter- resistance; i. e., a glass tube of one square millimeter
national Electrotechnical Commission is an inter- cross sectional area and one meter long, filled with
national organization maintained by 25 countries. pure mercury, at zero degrees centigrade.
It was called into existence under the leadership of The British Association for the Advancement of
R. E. Crompton, in response to a recommendation Science (commonly abbreviated to B.A.), at its meet-
of the International Electrical Congress of St. Louis ing in Manchester, of 1861, established a committee
(Mo.) in 1904. It was organized in 1906 with its to report upon "standards of electrical resistance."
secretariat in London, and C. LeMaistre has been This B.A. committee became famous for its pioneer
its general secretary since that time. It comprises work. It made annual reports' until 1867. It
24 advisory committees, each dealing with a par- recommended the adoption of an absolute funda-
ticular electrotechnical subject, and it has held mental system of scientific units, and after trying
plenary meetings in London, Paris, Brussels, The the foot-grain-second system (fgs) advocated the
A paper recommended for publication by the A.IE.E. Committee on electro- meter-gram-second system (mgs). It computed
physics, and scheduled for discussion at the A.I.E.E. winter convention, New theoretically, and worked out practically, approxi-
York, N. V., Jan. 28-31, 1936. Manuscript submitted Sept. 30, 1935; released mat elcti stnad,epcalytafeetia
for publication Nov. 1, 1935.maeeetcstnad}spclythtoeetcl
Scheduled for republication by the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. resistance, for which Latimer Clark suggested the
7. For all numbered references see list at end of paper. name ohm. Because the mgs absolute electromag-
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netic unit of resistance was found to be an extremely
small quantity in reference to practical needs, this G

. I
committee recommended that the practical unit of Glossary of Abbreviations
resistance (or ohm) should be 107 of these units, I .

II.E.C .......... International Electrotechnical Commission
since 10 such ohms would be roughly equal to the B.A..... British Association for the Advancement of

resistance of one mile of an ordinary size of tele- .Science
I..............International Union of Pure and Applied Physics

graph wire. Telegraph engineering was at that S.U.N. committee ...... Committee on symbols, units, and nomenclature

date almost the only existing application oelcralof the I.P.U.daelosteonnof electrical |N.P.L................ National Physical Laboratory (British)
science. The demand for electrical units came from E.M.M.U. committee.. Electric and magnetic magnitudes and units

committee of the I.E.C.
telegraph engineers. Again, since the mgs electro- I.C.W.M.International Committee of Weights and Meas-

magnetic unit of electromotive force was extremely ures
C.C.E. Comite Consultatif d'Electricite of the I.C.W.M.

small from a telegraph-engineering standpoint, an- mks. meter-kilogram-second (system)
other large decimal multiple, 10', was recommended cgs .centimeter-gram-second (system)fgs.. foot-grain-second (system)
for the practical unit, with the name volt, since about mgs meter-gram-second (system)
100,000 such mgs units were roughly equal to the mms. millimeter-milligram-second (system)qes...........(earth-quadrant)-(eleventh-gram)-second (sys-
electromotive force of one Daniell voltaic cell. The tem)
decimal factors 10' and 10 were' purely arbitrary cg-ss. centimeter-(gram-seven)-second (system)

and adventitious, to meet the needs and convenience
of these particular applications; but once the volt
and ohm were adopted, a new strong influence came
into effect, namely, systematic connection between column resistor of one square millimeter cross sec-
the practical units, such, for example, that the volt tion at standard temperature and pressure. The 5
acting in a circuit of one ohm, should deliver one practical units formed a series in one-to-one relation.
practical unit of current. This would mean that The cgs system thus became the great fundamental
the rest of the practical units were no longer arbi- absolute system for universal measurements in all
trary, but assigned themselves in accordance with branches of physical science.
the laws of physics, in one-to-one unit relations. Since 1881, 4 more units have been added to the
Thus the literature shows that the original value of practical electrical series: the joule, watt, henry, and
the farad, as the B.A. practical unit of capacitance, weber, in 1889, 1889, 1893, and 1933, respectively,
was equal to what now is called the microfarad, the first 3 at international electrical congresses, and
taken as an arbitrary convenient magnitude for the fourth by the I.E.C. at Paris (confirmed this
telegraph practice; but this was changed2 later to year at Brussels).
the present magnitude of the farad, because of con-
siderations of systematic relations. COMPREHENSIVE PRACTICAL UNIT SYSTEMS
The second B.A. committee was appointed in 1868,

"for the selection and nomenclature of dynamical and Clerk Maxwell, who placed the classical cgs sys-
electrical units." It proceeded to discuss and com- tems (electric and magnetic) on a firm mathematical
pare the relative advantages of the cgs, mgs, fgs, basis, pointed out,6 in 1881, that the practical series
and mms systems, for the purposes of a compre- of electromagnetic units virtually formed a complete
hensive fundamental system adapted for use in all electromagnetic system, in which the unit of length
branches of science. Its first report-an important was the earth-quadrant (109 centimeters), the unit
document-was published' in 1873. It decided, of mass 10-11 gram (eleventh-gram), and the unit of
after much debate, in favor of the cgs system. A time the mean solar second. The numerical value
principal reason for this choice was that the cgs of space permeability in this qes system of Maxwell
system was the only one of the 4 considered that was ,o = 1, the same as in the cgs magnetic system.
gave the unit of density equal to that of pure water This conception of the practical series as part of a
at standard temperature and pressure (one gram magnetic system was interesting, but merely a propo-
per cubic centimeter). The practical units with sition in the theory of units. Neither Maxwell nor
standards already in use among practitioners- any other theorist ever seriously proposed that the
ohm, volt, and farad-were converted from the mgs qes system should be adopted in practical scientific
multipliers 107, 105, and 10-7, to the corresponding work, because the fundamental units of length and
cgs multipliers 109, 108, and 10-9, as they exist today. mass were so awkward. For instance, with unit
The report also advocated 3 names for as many cgs electric current strength as one ampere, the unit of
units, namely, the dyne for unit force, the erg for current density would be the ampere per square earth
unit work, and the erg per second for unit power. quadrant! Maxwell's discovery remained, there-
These names also remain inuse. fore, an academic curiosity.
Although the cgs system and its appended prac- G. Giorgi of Rome pointedout,'2in 1901, that if the

tical units gained recognition among scientists and value of space permeability iao were taken not as
electrotechnicians, no international action wvas taken unity but as 10-7 unrationalized, or as 4ir X 10-7
on them until the First Electrical Congress at Paris, rationalized, the practical series fell into an electro-
in 1881. This memorable congress7 adopted the magnetic system like the qes system, and parallel
cgs electromagnetic units as fundamental, and 5 to the magnetic cgs system, with unit length equal
practical units decimally derived therefrom: the to the international meter (102 centimeters), unit
ohm, volt, ampere, coulomb, and farad. Steps were mass equal to the kilogram, and unit time the mean
taken to produce a standard ohm as a mercury solar second. Giorgi presented a paper on this new
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mks system to the International Electrical Congress15 as 1889, the Second Electrical Congress of Paris dis-
of St. Louis, in 1904. A colleague of his, Ascoli, cussed the adoption of units for magnetic flux and flux
presented another paper14 to the St. Louis congress, density in the practical system, with personal names
pointing out that there existed an indefinitely long for both; but no action was taken in the matter at
series of such systems, all containing the practical that time. Similar suggestions were made at the
series of units, such that if the system length unit Third International Electrical Congress, of Frank-
were 101 centimeters and its mass unit i0m grams: fort, in 1891, but again without action being taken.
then the equation of condition was 21 + m = 7. At the Fourth International Electrical Congress, of
In Giorgi's mks system, I = 2 and m = 3: while in Chicago, in 1893, certain proposals of the A.I.E.E.,
Maxwell's qes system, I = 9 and m = -11. In this to adopt magnetic units in the practical series for
indefinite series of possible systems, all embracing magnetomotive force, flux, flux density, and reluc-
the internationally adopted practical units, only tance, were considered; but the chamber of delegates
Maxwell's qes system kept o = 1, and only Giorgi's recommended' that magnetic units should be re-
mks system comprised the international standards stricted to the cgs system, and without specific
of length and mass maintained by the International names.
Bureau of Weights and Measures at Sevres, in the At the Fifth International Electrical Congress, of
Park of St. Cloud, near Paris. Moreover, only 1900, in Paris, names were requested for cgs mag-
Giorgi's mks system offered units of length and netic units. There was considerable difference of
mass that were satisfactory practically. opinion, and debate. Finally, the congress adopted
The Giorgi mks system slowly advanced in favor all the names maxwell for the cgs unit of magnetic flux,

over the world. It was endorsed by several physi- and gauss for the cgs unit of magnetizing force H.
cists in Europe. In the United States, G. A. Camp- There was also some accidental misunderstanding
bell came forward24 heartily in support of the "de- of the action taken, some of the delegates present
finitive system," which differs from the Giorgi system having supposed that the name gauss had been
only in details of definition. The only seriously adopted for flux density B. No further international
advanced objection to it, setting aside the complaint action on magnetic units took place thereafter, until
that the Giorgi system fundamental equations are the matter was taken up in 1927 by the I.E.C.
dissymmetrical from the standpoint of theoretical Actions of the I.E.C. and the International Union of
physics, seems to have been that its unit of density Pure and Applied Physics (I.P.U.), in Reference to
is the kilogram per cubic meter, which is 1,000 times Magnetic Units. At its Bellagio25 meeting in 1927,
smaller than that of pure water under standard the I.E.C. discussed certain proposals relating to
specifications. Since the recent discoveries, how- magnetic units. In view of much manifest difference
ever, of deuterium and of "heavy water," the argu- of opinion, a subcommittee was appointed to con-
ment for unit-density water has lost some force. sider and report upon the subject. The committee,
To have the density of distilled water unity is, of composed of representatives from different countries,
course, an asset to a system of units; but its loss is endeavored to reach conclusions by correspondence;
not disastrous. The great bulk of water on the but this was found to be impracticable because of the
earth is ocean water, with a density distinctly greater marked differences of opinion as to the meaning of
that that of one gram per cubic centimeter; more- terms used in magnetic literature and especially as
over, tables of specific gravity with that of pure to the meaning of the unit name gauss. These differ-
water taken as unity are the same in the mks system ences affected not only the literature of different
as in the cgs system, and for engineering purposes countries, but also of different writers in each of
specific gravities are likely to be more useful than several countries. The matter therefore was brought
absolute densities. to the attention of the various I.E.C. national com-

In or about the year 1916, proposals appeared to mittees and placed on the agenda of the next I.E.C.
adopt another comprehensive system, sometimes2' meeting, in Scandinavia (1930).
called "international system," based upon the centi- After considerable discussion in Copenhagen and
meter as length unit, the gram-seven or 107 grams Stockholm, the committee decided unanimously28
(10 metric tons) as mass unit, and the mean solar that, for electrotechnical purposes, the convention
second as the unit of time (cg-ss system). Here should be established that in free space the quantities
I = 0 and m = 7. Several proponents have been flux density B and magnetizing force H should be
named for this system, among them Blondel, Del- taken as physically different; so that their ratio, the
linger, Bennett, Karapetoff, and Mie. In the cg-ss space permeability /10, was a physical quantity with
system, the numerical value of space permeability dimensions and not a mere numeric. The same
.go would be 10-9 unrationalized, and 4r X 10-9 convention was applied to the absolute permeability
rationalized. Various papers and at least one book22 _Cof a simple magnetic medium; so that its relative
have been printed on this system, which claimed permeability g/g, was dimensionless, or a mere
many of the advantages of the Giorgi system. Its numeric. The committee then assigned the unit
principal disadvantage, however, was the awkwardly name gauss to flux density B, confirmed the name
large size of its unit of mass. maxwell for magnetic flux 4, and gave the new inter-

national name oersted to the unit of magnetizing force
MAGNETIC UNITS H, all in the classical cgs system. These recom-

mendations were confirmed unanimously by the
In reference to the history of practical magnetic I.E.C. plenary convention at Oslo, in July 1930.

units, it may suffice here to point out that as early This Oslo convention gave satisfaction to the great
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Table I-Incomplete List of MKS Units and of Corresponding CGS Units

COGS Units in
No. Quantity Symbol MKS Unit CGS Unit One MKS Unit

Mechanical
1Length.L.meter.centimeter.102

2 MassM.. .......kilogram ...........gram.10
3Time.T.second.second.1

4 Area.S .......square meter. square centimeter.104
5Volume... V .cubic meter (stere)...... cubic centimeter......106

6 Frequency.... f .hertz (cycle per second) ................. cycle per second...... 1
7 Density.. d ...kilogram per meter.......... gram per cubic centimeter. .10-3
8 Specific gravity....... ........ numeric. numeric............. 1
9 Velocity.....u .meter per second. centimeter per second... 102
10 Slowness......... ..second per meter....................... second per centimeter... 10-T
11Acceleration. a .meter per second per second............. centimeter per second per second. 102

12 Force. F ............. -- (joule per meter) .dyne . 105
13Pressure....... p .(joule per cubic meter)........ dyne per square centimeter, barye. 10

14 Angle..... a, O.... radian... radian......... 1
15 Angular velocity........ ...radian per second.... radian per second.....1
16 Torque...... (joule per radian) .................. dyne 1 centimeter ... 107

17 Moment of inertia....J ............. kilogram-square meter .gram-square centimeter................... 107

Energetics
18 Work or energy .. J..joule.... erg........ 107
19 Angular work, raW . . IT joule... erg........ 107'
20 Volume energy..... w .joule per cubic meter.. erg per cubic centimeter...10
21 Active power..... . P.watt. erg per second... 107
22 Reactive power........ jQC)............. var. erg per second...107
23 Vector power, P jQ..watt .. erg per second......10

Thermal
24 Quantity of heat ....................... kilogram-calorie. gram-calorie........10'
25 Temperature. 0. degree centigrade or Kelvin.. degree centigrade or Kelvin. 1

Luminous
26 Intensity..... candle.... . candle.....1
27 Luminous flux..l. lumen..... lumen....1
28 Illumination.. . E lux........ phot..10
29 Brightness..... b candle per square meter.stilb.10-4
30 Focal power ........................... diopter. 10 -2

Electrical
31 Electromotive force . E.volt . 108
32 Potential gradient. . E volt per meter. .106
33 Resistance..... R. ohm. .109
34 Resistivity....... p.ohm-meter.. 10ll
35 Conductance. G .siemens, mho. .10-9
36 Conductivity......... y .siemens per meter, mho per meter. 10-li
37 Reactance... j X. ohm. 109
38 Impedance, R jX Zohm Z...101
39 Quantity. Q.. coulomb...1-.. 11
40 Displacement. Q .coulomb.... 10-1
41 Current.1rrentI . ampere. ..10-i
42 Current density .. ampere per square meter..10-
43 Capacitance......... C.farad........10
44 Specific inductive capacity .............. f/eo.. numeric. numeric.1

Magnetic
45 Magnetic flux. . '. weber. . maxwell... 103
46 Flux density.. B .weber per square meter....... gauss..... 104
47 Inductance..L............. henry..109
48 Relative permeability .................. , u/o.. numeric ................... numeric.1

NOTE: Various units used in acoustical engineering, radio engineering, and mechanical engineering are omitted from this list.

majority of electrotechnicians all over the world; in different countries, calling attention to certain
but the satisfaction among physicists has been less ambiguities in the definitions of fundamental electric
complete. and magnetic quantities entering into the classical cgs
The International Union of Pure and Applied system, and inviting opinions as to how these am-

Physics (I.P.U.), at its Brussels meeting of July 1931, biguities might be eliminated, in order to arrive at
appointed, for the first time, a committee on "sym- international agreement. This printed document4"
bols, units, and nomenclature" (S.U.N.). This im- was issued by the S.U.N. committee in December
portant S.U.N. committee has held several meetings 1931, and replies thereto were collected and dis-
of great value to the physical sciences. Its president tributed to the I.P.U. committees, as well as to the
has been Sir Richard Glazebrook, and its secretary, national committees of the I.E.C.
E. Griffiths, of the National Physical Laboratory The electric and magnetic magnitudes and units
(N.P.L.). The I.E.C. requested the I.P.U. for the (E.M.M.U.) committee of the T.E.C:. met in London,
co-operation of the S.U.N. committee in the matter September 1931, to consider the Oslo recommenda-
of magnetic units, and this co-operation very cour- tions made by the same committee in July 1930.
teously was granted. The S.U.N. committee pro- Ten countries were represented by delegates. The
ceeded to prepare a questionnaire on "electrical president and secretary of the S.U.N. committee
units," addressed to physicists and physical societies attended the meeting, as well as H. Abraham
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(general secretary of the I.P.U.), President Enstrom, weber was adopted as the practical unit of magnetic
and General Secretary LeMaistre of the I.E.C. At flux (, subject to the approval of the various national
this meeting the actions taken at Oslo in regard to committees. The names hertz and siemens likewise
cgs magnetic units were endorsed unanimously. were voted, for the names of the practical units of

In view of the many physicists assembling in Paris frequency and conductance, respectively. The Oslo
during the week July 5-12, 1932, to attend the 1932 convention concerning po and ,u was reconfirmed.
Paris International Electrical Congress, the S.U.N. Special consideration was given to the resolutions
committee called an informal meeting in Paris on passed by the American Section of the I.P.U. at
July 9, to discuss the matters contained in its ques- Chicago in June 1933, on the extension of the prac-
tionnaire, and especially the cgs magnetic units. tical series of units into a complete system, as re-
President Sir Richard Glazebrook was the chairman, ferred to in preceding paragraphs. Giorgi, who was
and E. Griffiths was the secretary; 19 persons, from present as an Italian representative, gave a brief
8 countries, attended. The actions taken were resume of the mks system. H. Abraham, general
informal, in the sense that the voting was by indi- secretary of the I.P.U., who attended the meeting,
viduals and not by countries. The resolutions pointed out certain advantages of the mks system,
adopted, if not unanimous, were by considerable as also did M. Brylinski, president of the French
majorities. Among the resolutions was the proposi- I.E.C. national committee. The following resolu-
tion (6) "B and H are quantities of different nature." tion was adopted unanimously:
The Oslo convention was endorsed, and the I.E.C. "Section B of the advisory committee No. 1 on nomenclature,
actions concerning cgs magnetic units and their having heard with great interest the communication from Mr.
names, were confirmed. No specific reference was Giorgi on the mks system, and endorsing the resolution adopted
made to the Giorgi system; but it was voted that: by the American Section of the International Union of Pure and

"(1) Anysystem of units recommended must retain Applied Physics at Chicago, in June 1933, decides to invite the
the 8 internationall'y recognized practical units: national committees to give their opinion on the extension of the

series of practical units at present employed in electrotechnics by
joule, watt, coulomb, ampere, ohm, volt, farad, henry." its incorporation in a coherent system having as fundamental units
It was voted also that in any practical magnetic of length, mass, and time, the meter, kilogram, and second, and as
system, "the factor 4Xr/10 should be retained in the fourth unit either that of resistance expressed as the precise multiple
definition of magnetomotive force." This implies 109 of cgs electromagnetic unit or the corresponding value of the

definitin .space permeability of a vacuum."
that the S.U.N. committee opposed rationalizing the
practical magnetic system. These resolutions were distributed to all the I.E.C.
At the Brussels meeting of the I.P.U. in July 1931, national committees in the regular way, together with

already mentioned, R. A. Millikan was elected as the minutes of the meeting, with a request for opin-
the incoming president, and it was contemplated ions.
holding the next I.P.U. meeting in Chicago, June
1933, contemporaneously with the Chicago exposi-
tion of 1933. It was found necessary, however, to ACTIONS OF THE I NE.CAT THELATVEST AND
postpone the I.P.U. meeting; but a meeting of the
American Section of the I.P.U., with a few foreign In regard to actions on units, the E.M.M.U. com-
guests, was held at Chicago instead, June 24, 1933, mittee met at Scheveningen, with representatives
in Mandel Hall, University of Chicago. R. A. from 15 countrles. President Enstrom attended theMillikan, president of the I.P.U., opened the meet- sessions. Paul Janet, president of advisory com-
ing. The program was directed to the work of the m N
intenatona SUN. co mtte an, aeswr

mittee No. 1, was prevented from being present. Heinternational S.U.N9. committee, andl 6 papers were
read, with E C Crittenden, chairman of the Ameri- was unanimously elected honorary president of the
read, withE. c.Critteeind hen chairmn oThe p S49 I.E.C., an honor shared by Elihu Thomson. The

can S N cm t ite hprincipal actions taken at this meeting were briefly asrelated to electric and magnetic units and systems, follows:
as prepared by R. T. Glazebrook, H. Abraham,
L. Page, G. A. Campbell, H. L. Curtis, and A. E. 1. The Oslo convention concerning jxo and , was reconfirmed.
Kennelly. E. Bennett acted as secretary of the 2. The adoption of the weber was confirmed as the name of the
meeting. The attendance at the meeting was about practical unit of magnetic flux (D.
150, and of these the estimated number voting was 3. The replies were read as received from the various national
30 to 40. In brief, the following resolutions49 53 committees concerning the extension of the practical series into a
were passed: practical system of units, on the mks basis. Practically all the

replies were in favor. The question of adopting the mks system
1. That the classical cgs system should be left unchanged. then was moved and unanimously approved, except that 2 coun-

tries made reserves as to the suitability of retaining the kilogram
2. That the existing series of practical units may advantageously as a basic unit of the system.
be extended into a complete absolute practical system, either through There was considerable difference of opinion among the delegates
the inks system, or through the cg-ss system; of these, the inks as to the fourth fundamental unit for the system. The ohm and
system is preferred. the couzlomb each had been suggested. It was agreed that a fourth

3. That the American S.U.N. committee shall be requested to unit was needed, because it would be possible, starting with the
consie the obetin to th us of th abolt oh an h 3 units, meter, kilogram, and second, to construct an indefinite

advatag tha miht b ganed y te us ofthe ntenatinalohm number of possilbe associated electromagnetic series, differing fromadatgeta migh egie yteueo h nentoah the existing practical series which all desired to maintain. Itin the practical system. finally was agreed to defer action on the choice of a fourth funda-
mental unit until an opportunity had been offered to consult the

A meeting of the E.M.M.U. committee of the Comite Consultatif d'Electricite (C.C.E.) of the International
I.E.C. was held54 at Paris in October 1933. The Committee of Weights and Measures (I.C.W.M.) at Sevres, and
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also the S.U.N. committee of the I.P.U. In the meantime, it was of units since 1861, when the B.A. made the first
voted that the new system should be called the "Giorgi System." move in the direction of practical units, it appears
Opinions also were requested from the various national committees that starting in about 1865 with the ohm and the
as to the selection of the fourth unit.
as to thwsl of thample,foutheunrmatit. ofderivedunivolt based upon the cgs system, and with magnitudes
4. By way of example, in the formation of derived units in the seece fotitul tosi h oveineo lc
system, the following were adopted unanimously: (a) the volt per . v t

meter as unit of electric force; (b) the weber per square meter as tric telegraphy, Ohm's law pointed the way from
unit of magnetic flux density B; (c) the joule per cubic meter as these 2 nuclei to the coherent magnitude of the ampere
unit of volume energy. as the practical unit of current. These, in turn led,
5. The actions taken at the preceding meeting in Paris, concerning through other simple physical laws and their mathe-
the practical unit names hertz and siemens were confirmed, as also matical formulas, to the succeeding members of the
the desirability of inserting the space permeability symbol po in practical series. After the ohm and volt, no further
all working magnetic formulas where its absence might mislead practial serie a fte t h d volt,cno furter
thus reconfirming the Oslo convention, arbitrary choice was left, and the practical series

determined itself. Each new member of the series
ADVANTAGES OF THE GIORGI SYSTEM made systematization more imperative and finally
TO STUDENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING led to the completion of the whole series into the

Giorgi system. It has been as though the marvelous
Table I, which gives a list of mks and cgs units, simplicity of the physical universe in its individual

shows that although the classical cgs system in no actions, working on the minds of men engaged in
way is altered or disturbed by the completion of the physical applications, brought pressure upon them
practical series into an independent practical system; psychologically to imitate in their thoughts and arith-
yet: metic the order and system of the vast environment

1. There is great simplification in elimination of the necessity of in the physical world. In 1935, the need for the

learning the decimal ratios 101, 108, 107, 10-1, and 10-s, which con- system has reached the stage of international recog-
nect various units in the 2 systems. The practical units all stand nition, over a journey of 70 years. Under unfavor-
in unity-sequence relation. able conditions, the time required might have been
2. The mks system is single and requires no accompanying com- much greater.
panion electrostatic system. All electrostatic phenomena can be Table I also suggests the importance of co-opera-
dealt with very easily through the existing electromagnetic practical tion among all scientific organizations, national as
units. well as international, to maintain the systematic
3. The dimensional formulas of the Giorgi units can be expressed quality and classification of all units they employ.
without resorting to fractional exponents, as shown by Giorgi"5 and In a structure like the mks system there logically
other writers.other writers. can be one and only one unit for each physical
4. It permits the use of either "rationalized" or "unrationalized"
formulas, according to the choice of each writer, without disrupting quantity.
the system on that account. In regard to the rationalization or nonrationaliza-the system onthataccount.

tion of the mks system, discussions on the subject in
5. It requires no appreciable change in the existing literature and
terminology of electric circuits. It may be said that the electrical recent years by the I.E.C. and I.P.U. committees
engineering literature of the voltaic circuit is already Giorgian. It have shown that there is much difference of opinion
will not be difficult to transform the literature of the magnetic on the subject. In the E.M.M.U. committee, a
circuit from cgs to mks units. small majority has been in favor of rationalization;
6. For almost all practical purposes, the mks system can be studied in the S.U.N. committee, the majority has been
and used now, without waiting for the formal adoption of the fourth more definitely against it. It is clear that any
fundamental unit to complete the system's base. Until readers . .
become familiar with the expression of magnetic circuit formulas attempt to force a decision one way or the other at
in mks units, the old cgs magnetic formulas may be retained in the the present time would divide the mks adherents
cgs system without confusion.

7. It affords a clear perspective of the distinction between the
earlier cgs units and the practical units, in regard to nomenclature
and scope. If new cgs units be named, the names may conformably Table Il-Electric and Magnetic MKS Units Affected by the
be impersonal. New practical units may conformably receive per- Deferred Question of Rationalization
sonal names, especially units 12, 13, and 16 in table I. If desired,
a few impersonal names in the mks system might be changed later Unratlonalized
into personal names. Units in One

Sym- Name of Rationalized* Rationalized

COMMENTS
No. Quantity bol MKS Unit Unit

Electrical
Table I shows that the only department of the cgs 49 Electric flux ............ coulomb

system in which personal nae peri htcon- 50 Flux density......D ....coulomb per square meter....systeminwhichpersonlnames appear is that c 51 Space permittivity.. .... farad per meter.

cerning the magnetic circuit. This discrepancy re- 52 Space elastivity . e............................. rmeter perfarad.
sults from the resolution of the Chicago congress 53 Elastance . .............................daraf.
Of 1893 to keep magnetic units out of the practical Magn~netimc v oce.I rM apr-un
series. The very large aggregate number of electro- 55 Magnetizing force. H .........ampere-turn per meter . 4wr
technicians all over the world thus were impelled to 56 Space perme.abilityo....,.... henry per meter .1/4;r

57 Space reluctivity 'o.............meter per henry .4,r
seek for the magnetic circuit names they so earnestly 58 Permeance . 6' ... .....weber per ampere-turn . 1/4wr

thi in- 60 Pole strength . m*...ameetuneweber1 /4r
consistency is regrettable, it seems likely that with 61 Magnetic moment (ml) .SZ........weber-meter .1/4,r
patience and goodt-will, it may be surmounted later. 6 antzto . . ee e qaemtr14

Looking back upon the path of the development * No names have been chosen for unrationalized units.
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Table 111-Numerical Values oF Space Constants in MKS and applied physicists. It surely would be a great
System, Rationalized and Unrationalized misfortune to the whole scientific world if in taking

up a standard ohm coil, or a standard capacitor, say
No. Quantity Symbol Rationalized Unrationalized 20 years hence, it should be necessary to ask whether

it was standardized for physicists or electrotechni-
Electrical cians. Some tiln oversight i specifyingth51 Permittivity.. ..eo. . 107/4,rc2 = 8.854 X 10-2... 107/C2 = 1.113 X 1001 fundametrifling it eright inceifythe
52 Elastivity.cr ... 47rc2/107 = 1.129 X 1011 c2/107 = 8.988 X1 fourth fundamental unit might conceivably lead to

Magnetic such a divergence.
56 Permeability.. .sos. 4r X 10-7 = 1 257 X 10-.. 10-7
57 Reluctivity.... 5 ..vo 107 /4nr = 0.7958 X 106. 107

- B~~URTHER DEVELOPMENTS
The value of the transmission velocity c is taken here as 2.998 X 108 meters per
second and of c2 as 8.988 X 1016 (meters per second)2. Since this paper was written in August 1935, the
Because of admitted small discrepancies, of a few parts per myriad, between r hv in
certain existing unit standards and their estimated absolute theoretical values, following important developments have occurred in
the future adoption of a fourth fundamental unit to complete the base of the relation to the Giorgi system:mks system, might alter slightly some of the numerical "constants" in Table

11.55 .1. The Consultative Committee on Electricity (C.C.E.) of the
International Committee on Weights and Measures (I.C.W.M.)
held meetings.in Paris-Sevres September 24-27, 1935, under the

into 2 opposing camps, the rationalists and the non- chairmanship of Paul Janet, and made an important report on
rationalists. It seems desirable, therefore, to avoid electrical units and standards, covering also the reply to the I.E.C.
the issue and to leave each writer free to follow his inquiry concerning the fourth basic unit for the Giorgi system.
own choice, until experience may have crystallized 2. The 1.C.W.M. held meetings in Paris-Sevres, October 1-8, 1935,
opinion in the different countries. The same ques- adopting this C.C.E. report and authorizing its general publication.
tion pervades the cgs world today. The classical It also issued a brief statement for publication concerning its owntion peradesth cgs wold toda. The cassical activities and aims.
cgs electric and magnetic systems of Maxwell are

3. The S.U-N. committee under Sir Richard Glazebrook has been
unrationalized,while the Heaviside-Lorentz modi- actively engaged in securing opinions, by correspondence, as to the

fication is rationalized. The advantages of rational- fourth basic unit in the Giorgi system for reply to the I.E.C. question
izing would be that the mks system thus would be on that point. The reply is expected to be published shortly.
made simpler, more logical, and coherent. There Translations of the I.C.W.M. statement and of the
is much to be said for having pole strength identical C rClE.reportions omtheI C Frentexts) are
with magnetic flux, so that a pole of one weber would (from the original French texts) are
give emergence to one weber of flux, and a charge of given in Appendixes I and II
one coulomb also give emergence to one coulomb of
electric flux. Table II shows that there are already
enough practical international quantities to give Appendix I-Fourth Report of the Consultative
names to all the principal units in the rationalized Committee on Electricity (Comite Consultatif
magnetic circuit, although some of them are cumber- D'Electricite) to the International Committee
some; whereas it appears to be necessary to adopt of Weights andmittee
a series of new international names, in order to pro- of Weights and Measures
vide for the corresponding needs of the unrational-
ized circuit. Giorgi himself, in proposing his system r(As translatedbyn the uthor from the original French text released
(1901-04), rationalized it, as an act of recommenda- for publication)
tion. On the other hand, the disadvantage of After notices sent out by the International Bureau of Weights and
rationalizing the mks system would be to break Measures, signed by President Paul Janet, the Consultative Com-
parallelism, in this direction, with the parent classical mittee on Electricity met in Paris, September 24-27, 1935.
cgs system. At this fourth session of the committee, the following persons
As regards the fundamental basis of the mks were in attendance:

system, it has been pointed out by several writers Mr. Paul Janet, president, Membre de l1Institut de France, director of thesystem, ithsbeen pointd out by sevral writers Laboratoire Central d'Electriict6.
that it is a blemish on the system to have (in the Mr. Crittenden of the National Bureau of Standards, Washington.

kilogram)abasic pefixed unt. The mk meter is Mr. Sears of the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington.kiorm airiksmete is Mr: Von Steinwehr of the Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt, Berlin.
certainly preferable to the cgs centimeter in this Mr. Nagaoka, professor emeritus of the University of Tokyo, representing the

Electrotechnical Laboratory of Tokyo.respect; but the mks kslogram is inferior to the cgs Mr. Lombardi, director of the Electrotechnical Laboratory of the Royal School

gram. Theoretically, the basic units of any system of Engineers, Rome.
Mr. Guillaume, director of the International Bureau of Weights and Measures.

should be prefix free. However, the cgs system has Mr. Jouaust of the Laboratoire Central d'Electricit6, Paris.
given splendid service to the world of science for In attendance by invitation were:
many years, in spite of the centimeter.

Until there has been tine to obtain the opinions Mr. MacLellan, Member of the International Committee of Weights and Meas-
of the 4.C.W.M. and the J.P.U. on the question of Mr. Vigoureux of the National Physical Laboratory.

# * r1~~~~ ^ > t r *J r , r~~~~Mr. Perard, subdirector of the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures.
choosing the fourth fundtamental unit for th:e inks Messrs. Romanowslki and Rouxc of the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures.
system, it would be invidious to offer any views on Mr. Brylinski, president of the French Committee of the I.E.C.

' . . < . ~~~~~~~~~~~Mr.Kennelly, member of the International Committee of Weights and Meas-
that point. It may be permissible to point out at ures, prevented from attending by ill health.
thitie oee, tha whtee patcua fourth On opening the session, President Janet outlined the conditions

unit may be selected in dlrawing up the international under which the committee was convened:
constitution of the Giorgi system, it is very desirable The International Committtee, at its last meeting, decided on a
that each and all of the practical units in the ohm- recommendation from the Consultative Committee:
volt-ampere series shall be identical for both basic "That the Consultative Committee should request the laboratories it represents
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to appoint members intended to form a technical subcommittee charged with The Lorenz method gave:
the duty of making comparisons between their standards of resistance and I international ohm N.P.L. = 1.000 50 0.000 02 absolute ohmvoltage with all necessary precision, and to assign their values in terms of
absolute units." By the Campbell method:
"That the technical subcommittee should meet at the International Bureau of B terCampbellmethod:Weights and Measures in 1935." 1 international ohm N.P.L. = 1.000 47 " 0.000 02 absolute ohm"That the decisions of the subcommittee should be examined by the Consulta- In the opinion of the representative of the N.P.L., in view of thetive Committee, before being transmitted to the International Committee." precision of the 2 methods, it seemed desirable to take the mean of

In conformity with the above decision of the International Com- the 2 above values, and to take as the N.P.L. result:
mittee, Mr. Janet corresponded during the last 3 months of 1934 1 international ohm N.P.L. = 1.000 49 absolute ohm
with the national laboratories represented on the Consultative The above are the only results definitely communicated to the
Committee, requesting each to assign a member to the technical Consultative Committee. The difference of the order of a few
subcommittee, and to propose a date for the meeting of the sub- millionths between the international N.P.L. ohm and the inter-
committee. national N.B.S. ohm, make these results directly comparable.
The majority of the replies showed that the tasks undertaken in the Moreover, the representative of the Physikalisch-Technische

different laboratories for the determination in absolute units were Reichsanstalt observed that certain corrections should be applied
not far enough advanced to permit of assigning to the regular labora- to the old measurements of Grueneisen and Giebe, which would
tory standards their values in terms of the absolute system, that lead to the following:
under these circumstances the work of the members of the technical 1 international ohm P.T.R. = 1.000 49 absolute ohm
subcommittee would be quite ineffective and would be limited to All the above results seem to indicate that one may hope for aintercomparisons between the standards of the different laboratories, Aledge ove ratsof toindical ohat the absope ohm,these intercomparisons being effected by conveyance between knowledge of the ratio of the international ohm to the absolute ohm,
laboratores;interc isobei eingthffercthednational

c eys laboratories, when all the laboratories shall have finished their task, to a precisionlaboratories; these being either the national physicallaotris of ::' 2 X 10gor the International Bureau of Weights and Measures.
Under these conditions, Mr. Janet considered it necessary to (b) Absolute Value of the Unit of Current Strength. Only 2 labora-

postpone the meeting of the technical subcommittee, and to limit tories, the N.B.S. and the N.P.L. have finished their researches. The
operations to a meeting of the Consultative Committee a few days results obtained, expressed in the form used in the reports to the
in advance of the International Committee. Committee are:
The object of the present meeting was therefore to examine the

degree of progress in the determination of the absolute units, and Bureau of Standards
the discussion of the precision of the methods employed; so that 1 international ampere N. B.S. = 0.999 926 absolute ampere
each member might profit from the experience of his colleagues.
The question of the realization of secondary standards presented National Physical Laboratory

itself, especially the nature of the metal to be employed for the con- 1 absolute ampere = 1.000 14 international ampere N.P.L
struction of secondary standards of the ohm; also the question of the If account is taken of the difference which exists in the realization
temperature to which they should be referred, might be considered. of the international ampere in the 2 laboratories, these 2 results differ

In particular, Mr. Janet insisted upon the necessity for fixing at by 9 hundred-thousandths.
the present session, the date, if possible, for calling the meeting of the The agreement in the determination of the unit of current strength
technical subcommittee and arranging its program. The fixing of is thus much less close than in the determination of the unit of re-
this date was especially called for in a letter received from the sistance.
Electrotechnical Laboratory of Tokyo. Discussion of the methods of measurement employed led to an
Mr. Janet pointed out that he had also received information from interesting remark from the representative of the P.T.R., on the

Mr. Kennelly, that the International Electrotechnical Commission difficulty of calculating, for the Balance of Lord Rayleigh, the cor-
had adopted the mks system, called the Giorgi System, involving the rection due to the volume of the bobbin windings. He observed
establishment, in addition to the 3 classical fundamental units of that in the work of H. and R. Curtis, it was possible to arrive at 2
length, mass, and time, a fourth fundamental unit, relating to an different values for this correction, according to the method used in
electrical magnitude, and that the Electrotechnical Commission measuring the windings.
desired to have the opinion of the Consultative Committee, as to the Reference was made to a recent work of Sir Richard Glazebrook
electrical magnitude which would be desirable to select for this recently appearing in the Proceedings of the Royal Society, A, volume
unit. 150, 1935, page 487, setting forth the same difficulty.
Mr. Janet considered that, with certain reservations, this question Mr. Von Steinwehr also mentioned that in order to remedy this

might be placed on the agenda of the Consultative Committee. A difficulty, the Reichsanstalt had given up the method of winding the
report prepared by Mr. Lombardi, a member of the Consultative coils of the Rayleigh balance with wire, in favor of a method of band
Committee and also of the International Electrotechnical Commis- winding. The necessity of redetermining the radii ratio for these
sion, might serve as the basis for discussion. new coils, was one of the reasons for the Reichsanstalt not yet being
We may now summarize the results attained by the Consultative ready to furnish results.

Committee: Mr. Crittenden recognized the importance of Mr. Von Steinwehr's
remark, and indicated that at the N.B.S. they had undertaken in

I. ABSOLUTE UNITS their Rayleigh type of electro-dynamometer, the construction of new
coils, one made with bands, and the other with but a single layer of

Only 2 laboratories have completed their tasks, namely, the wlre.
National Bureau of Standards and the National Physical Laboratory, In any case, it would seem that this uncertainty as to a correction
and only one of these investigations has taken the form of a complete does not completely explain the difference between the N.B.S. and
publication; i. e., the determination of the ampere, made at the the N.P.L.
N.B.S. by Messrs. H. and R. Curtis. The committee, while expressing its regrets for the technical diffi-
The other laboratories (Physikalisch-Technische Reicheanstalt, culties that had hindered the completion of its undertaking, felt

Electrotechnical Laboratory, Laboratoire Central d'Electricite) glad that the meeting had given rise to a suggestive discussion
have confined themselves to presenting certain notes on the methods for all who are engaged in the determination of units to absolute
employed. The representative of the Electrotechnical Laboratory, measure.
Mr. Nagaoka, announced that his establishment would shortly be
able to report the result of its measurements. The representatives
of the P.T.R. and L.C.E. have been unable to make any similar PENTREPRESENTATION OF THE UNITS
statement.

The value of the international ohm is maintained in the laboratories(a) Absolute Valuzeof the Unit of Resistance. The National Bureau by means of manganin coils. The resistance of these coils is not
of Standards give the following result: constant, but varies slowly as a function of time.
1 international ohm N.B.S. = 1.000 450 absolute ohm Is it possible to find for the construction of these coils, a metalfree from such variations?
The determination of the absolute ohm had been made at the A-report from the-National Physical Laboratory, presented and

National Physical Laboratory by 2 methods: commented on by Mr. Vigoureux, described the experiments made
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in that establishment, for the production of ohm standards in that the Laboratoire Central intends to modify the value of its
platinum. standards, so as to bring them into agreement with those of the
Having given the value of the temperature coefficient of resistivity other 5 laboratories.

for platinum, these resistances should be used at a practically well By employing only these 5 values, in the establishment of the
determined temperature, that of melting ice. average, the difference between the resistance units of these labora-
Mr. Perard drew the committee's attention to the difficulty which tories and their average would then appear as follows (at the date of

may exist in keeping such resistances precisely at the temperature of March 15, 1935):
melting ice. Mr. Von Steinwehr alluded to the use of the "triple P.T.R.+ 9.8 millionths
point." N.B.S.- 5. millionths
However that may be, many years must elapse before one can be N.P.L. - 3.6 millionths

assured of the constancy of these resistances. E.T.L. - 11. 2 millionths

The Committee could therefore only felicitate the National U.R.S.S... + 10.6 millionths
Physical Laboratory upon the undertaking of this research. The above differences are small; but nevertheless it may be

Questions were asked of the representative of the National Bureau necessary to take them into account in certain cases. In con-
of Standards concerning a new alloy studied in that establishment, sequence, Mr. Jouaust asked if the different laboratories could not
Mr. Von Steinwehr remarked that studies had also been made at follow the example set by the Laboratoire Central and modify the
the P.T.R. on this chromium-gold alloy, and that it had been pos- value of their unit for the purpose of standardization.
sible to obtain specimens whose temperature coefficient between 20 This proposition met with some opposition. The values of the
and 30 degrees centigrade was almost zero. units being due to be changed shortly, to be expressed in absolute
But there is still no assurance as to the stability of this alloy, so units, certain members of the committee considered that it would

that it will still be necessary for a long time to come, to construct be preferable to await that date before proceeding to the proposed
secondary ohm standards in manganin. standardization.
The committee listened also with interest to the account given by Others did not consider themselves authorized to accept any change

Mr. Vigoureux of the method employed at the N.P.L. in the search in a standard of their country, however small.
for standards having a resistance as nearly constant as possible. Nevertheless, the Committee concluded by adopting resolution 4.
A considerable part of the variations manifested by these resist-

ances is attributed to the layer of lacquer which covers them. IV. FIXING THE DATE OF
At the N.P.L., the manganin wire, rolled under the form which it MEETING FOR THE TECHNICAL SUBCOMMITTEE

will occupy on its supporting core, is annealed at 500 degrees,
treated with acid, and then placed on its supporting core without President Janet renewed attention to the agreement arrived at on
being subjected to any mechanical deformation. The layer of lac- this matter by the Consultative Committee at its last session.
quer which is intended to protect the wire against the action of the He insisted on the necessity of fixing this date for the subcommittee,
petroleum bath in which it is submerged, is made as thin as possible. pointing out that Japan proposed that this date should be set be-

tween June and December 1936. He also asked the committee to

III. COMPARISON OF THE specify the duties to be assigned to the subcommittee.
STANDARDS FROM DIFFERENT LABORATORIES All the members agreed that the 2 parts of the program indicated

for the subcommittee still hold, and that the comparisons appearing
Mr. Perard drew direct attention to the fact that the reference in its program were only set up for the purpose of immediately fixing

temperature of the units should be standardized. In European the values in absolute units.
countries, this temperature is 20 degrees centigrade; but in the The 2 functions of the subcommittee are inseparable.
United States and Japan, it is 25 degrees centigrade. It was unanimously agreed that it would only be possible to con-

Mr. Perard requested that this temperature should be fixed, and vene the subcommittee after a sufficient lapse of time to enable its
proposed 20 degrees centigrade. members to carry out the comparisons themselves. Only certain
Mr. Crittenden (United States), and Mr. Nagaoka (Japan), ones could be effected. The principal task of the subcommittee will

pointed out that in their countries, the temperature was close to therefore be to discuss the values found and assign weights to them.
25 degrees centigrade. They indicated the difficulty there would be The setting of the date for the subcommittee gave rise to some
in keeping the standards at a temperature lower than the ambient remarks from Mr. Von Steinwehr, who wished to leave the date to

temperature. Nevertheless they agreed to the temperature of 20 the president with power to fix it when he judged the work of the
degrees centigrade for standards intended for international compari- laboratories was sufficiently far advanced. It was finally decided
son. to set the date at the beginning of the year 1937 (Resolution 3).

This agreement was recorded in a resolution. (See appended
Resolution 1, at the end of the report.) V. EXAMINATION OF THE QUESTION RAISED BY THE INTERNATIONAL
The transport of standards from one laboratory to another, in- ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION RELATIVE TO THE MKS SYSTEM

volves certain difficulties.
In a note sent to the committee, the Electrotechnical Laboratory In opening the meeting, President Janet explained the conditions

of Tokyo described the boxes which it utilized for the transport of under which the matter was laid before the Consultative Committee.
standard cells. The Consultative Committee was appointed to inform the Inter-

Certain laboratory representatives pointed out, however, the national Committee of Weights and Measures on questions relating
difficulties that customhouse administrations had given them, and to standards in the electrical field and in adjacent subjects.
asked whether it would not be possible to use the consular bag In giving advice to any other organization, it would be going out-

(valise diplomatique) for standards intended for international com- side the limits assigned to it.
parison. The International Electrotechnical Commission should therefore

It was decided to ask the president of the International Committee have addressed its question to the International Committee.
of Weights and Measures to take the steps necessary for having But it is almost self evident that the International Committee
standards intended for international comparison accepted for trans- would wish to have the opinion of the Consultative Committee.
port in consular bags (Resolution 2). But since the session of the latter preceded that of the International

Messrs. Perard, Romanowski, and Roux reported on comparisons Committee, if the question had been transmitted directly to the
made at the International Bureau of Weights and Measures, of International Committee, it would have been impossible to bring it
standards of resistance and of electromotive force from laboratories before the Consulting Committee without a rather long delay.
represented in the membership of the Committee. Under these conditions, with the approval of Mr. Volterra, presi-
The results were rendered comparable by taking for the mean value dent of the International Committee, Mr. Janet considered himself

of the units, the arithmetrical mean of the units in the 6 laboratories, justified in placing the matter on the agenda of the Consultative
and by indicating the difference between the unit of each laboratory Committee, it being understood that any opinion reached would be
and this mean. forwarded to the International Committee, which is alone competent
The representative of the Laboratoire Central, Mr. Jounust, stated to reply. The president asked the members of the Consultative

that the units of the establishment to which he belonged differed the Committee if they approved of the procedure he suggested.
most, particularly as regards the mean value of the resistance units. This procedure was unanimously adopted.
The cause of these divergences of 7 hundred-thousandths had On the other hand, the Consultative Committee forwarded to the

not, of course, escaped him. In view of accidental error, he asserted International Committee a series of proposals anonymously received,
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relating to questions of notation and nomenclature. The Committee the procedure to be followed in the practical development of stand-
then proceeded to an examination of the question presented by the ards.
I.E.C. He showed by way of example, the possibility of deriving, prac-
The question is set forth in a communication from Mr. Lombardi. tically, all of the electrical units from the construction of an induct-

Moreover, the members of the Committee were in possession of ance.
various documents on the subject, emanating from Sir Richard The proposals of Mr. Sears, which are not in opposition to the
Glazebrook and from Messrs. Kennelly, Campbell, Giorgi, Emde, preceding decisions of the committee, were much appreciated by the
Wallot, and Bennett. members, who expressed the opinion that Mr. Sears's note, whose
Mr. Lombardi presented his memoir with comments. From this text is appended (Resolution 5b) should be transmitted to the

presentation, it appears that the original form of the inks system, International Committee, along with the opinions previously ex-
as given by Mr. Giorgi and strongly endorsed by Mr. Campbell, pressed.
should comprise 4 fundamental units of which only 3, the meter,
the kilogram, and the second were originally indicated. The fourth VI. VISITS
should now be fixed in such a manner as to permit of incorporation
into a coherent system the well-known practical units of current, The members of the committee were invited by Mr. Janet to visit
electric quantity, electromotive force, capacitance, resistance, in- the rooms of the Laboratoire Central d'Electricite, where researches
ductance, and magnetic flux. Messrs. Giorgi and Campbell have are made on electrical units, and to examine the apparatus in course
proposed the international ohm for the fourth unit, in view of the of construction for the determination of the ohm in absolute measure.
large number of its existing standards; but their proposal could not Before concluding, the committee voted its thanks to Mr. Janet
be entertained by the International Electrotechnical Commission for the manner in which he had directed the discussions, and to Mr.
after the decision by the International Commission of Weights and Perard for his care in securing the successful operation of the sessions,
Measures, ratified by the General Conference of 1933, to substitute and especially for assuring the advance distribution of the documents
the absolute system for the international system. needed in the committee's work. Mr. Jouaust, of the Laboratoire
The I.E.C. did not consider that it could adopt the permeability Central d'Electricite, was appointed secretary for the session of

of space unchanged since it has not the essential character of a unit 1935.
and is not susceptible of being embodied in a standard, but assumes
different values in the rationalized and nonrationalized mks system
between which no definite choice has yet been made, by international v COMMITTEE
agreement. For this reason the I.E.C. considered that the choice ON ELECTRICITY IN ITS SESSION OF SEPTEMBER 1935
should be limited to the 7 practical units above referred to, which Resolution 1. For international comparison of electrical stand-from a theoretical standpoint are equivalent in this regard, and which' ards, the values reported will be those corresponding to a temperaturebeing dependent on the absolute cgs system are necessarily related of 20 degrees centigrade, unless an exception is justified.to the unity value of space permeability. With reference to the
ease of construction and comparison of standards, Mr. Lombardi Resolution 2. The Consultative Committee requests the Inter-
has shown in his paper some preference for the unit of resistance national Committee to pass a resolution, which should be transmitted
without losing sight of the fact that certain among the other units to the interested governments, to the end that delicate instruments,
might possess similar advantages, and that the creation of a primary and especially electrical standards, may be transported through the
standard could only be effected to an approximation quite sufficient medium of the consular bag, (valise diplomatique), so as to avoid
for practice without possessing the absolute invariability attribut- opening at customhouses, full liberty being, however, allowed to
able to the other fundamental units of length, mass, and time selected those laboratories that may prefer some other mode of conveyance
arbitrarily and represented to some extent conventionally by concrete Resolution 3. The Consultative Committee decides to fix at
standards maintained at Breteuil. first the meeting of the technical subcommittee at the beginning ofMr. Janet drew the attention of the committee to the opinion of the year 1937. The Consultative Committee will then meet in the
Sir Richard Glazebrook, president of the S.U.N. commission, defi- course of that year, a few days before the regular session of the
nitely expressing the opinion that the fourth unit should be the International Committee of Weights and Measures.
magnetic permeability of vacuum, to which in the mks system would
be given the value 10-7; so that the electrical units of the mks Resolution 4. The Consultative Committee on Electricity records
system would be the practical units of the absolute system. He also with satisfaction the decision taken by the Laboratoire Central
read a letter from Sir Joseph Petavel, stating that the executive d'Electricite, to modify forthwith the magnitude of its unit of electri-
committee of the National Physical Laboratory supported this pro- cal resistance, as well as that of its unit of electromotive force, by
posal. some few hundred-thousandths, in order to bring them into agree-
Mr. Sears observed that in making a selection of a fourth unit at ment respectively with the corresponding averages of the values for

the request of the I.E.C., the committee accepted by implication these units as they are maintained in the 5 other great national
the mks system, so far as concerns the electrical units. But the laboratories: The Physikalisch Technische Reichsanstalt, the
mks system is essentially the same as the cgs system, there being National Physical Laboratory, the National Bureau of Standards,
only a difference of powers of 10. the Electrotechnical Laboratory of Tokyo, and the Metrological

Therefore the committee should not assign any superiority of Institute of the U.R.S.S.
choice, and should manifest no preference. The Consultative Committee: Considering in that case how very
By a large majority, the committee decided for a selection of the small would be the deviations of the ohm unit and volt unit in each

permeability of space. Mr. Nagaoka, representing Japan, abstained, of the 5 laboratories from the respective averages above mentioned,
and Mr. Crittenden stated that his opinion was a personal one. the greatest deviation for either the ohm or volt scarcely reaching
On the observation by Mr. Lombardi, that the solution indicated 11 millionths; and considering the great importance which would be

by the committee was aside from that sought by the I.E.C., and that presented by unification of electrical units in the near future in all
the committee should only select from among the 7 units already countries; suggests to the different laboratories, each acting for
referred to, the president consulted the committee anew under the itself, and as soon as an opportunity may be offered, to adopt for the
following form: If the solution of fixing the value of space perme- magnitudeof the ohm and for the magnitude of the volt, respectively,
ability were set aside, which electrical unit would you propose to the values defined by the above-mentioned averages.
introduce for definition into the imks system? Resolution a. The Consultative Committee on Electricity upon
By the feeble maJority of 4 votes against 3 and 1 abstention, the a question from the International Electrotechnical Commission,

committee declared for the ohm, after a protest from one of the inem- relating to the most suitable choice of an electric unit in the inks
bers at the limitation imposed on the opinion asked for, in the form system, desires first to observe, that according to the Rules of its
of the question raised by the I.E.C., and finally a draft opinion drawn Constitution, it can only communicate with the International Coin-
up by Messrs. P6rard and Jouaust, appearing at the end of the present mittee of Weights and Measures. Nevertheless, with the consent of
report, was approved by the committee. (Resolution 5a.) the president of the International Committee, it decided to consider
The day after the above discussion, Mr. Sears read a note which the question presented, the opinion reached being reported to that

he had drawn up. To a question from one of the members, he ex- committee, which alone is competent to make reply.
plained that the values given in paragraph 5 below only represent The Consultative Committee first desires to state that a distinct
an ideal series of derived units from among a number of possi- majority of its members present expressed the opinion that the link
bilities, and that this plan should not be taken as definitely assigning between the mechanical and electrical units should be effected by
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assigning the value 10-7 in an unrationalized mks system, and 6. For the regular practice of laboratory measurements, at least
4Txr10-7 in a rationalized system, to what is commonly called the 2 primary standards of reference are needed and may be conveniently
permeability of space. chosen among the various units. The 2 reference standards should
As to the remark that the form in which the question was put be the ohm and volt, the former being produced under the form of

limited the choice to the 7 practical units, coulomb, ampere, volt, coils and the latter under the form of Weston cells.
ohm, henry, farad and weber, the committee unanimously considered 7. For theoretical questions, such as the dimensional equations
that the choice should only fall either on the ampere, defined as connecting the various units, the most convenient unit as a starting
10-1 of the cgs electromagnetic unit, or on the ohm, defined as 109 point for the derivation of the entire system of electromagnetic units
cgs electromagnetic units of resistance, these 2 magnitudes, corre- appears to be the ampere, which is directly connected by simple
sponding to the values of 10-7 or 47r10-7 for space permeability, relations not only with the fundamental base of the system; but
as above mentioned. also with the other electric and magnetic magnitudes, and which,
By vote, the committee pronounced in favor of the ohm against moreover, has the advantage of eliminating fractional powers from

the ampere by the small majority of 4 against 3, and 1 abstention. the dimensional equations. In this respect, the ampere should be

Resolution 5b. In the following session, Mr. Sears presented to preferred as the fourth unit, in order to complete the mks system of
the Consultative Committee the following document:* electromagnetic units.

This document met with a unanimously favorable reception in the
Note presented by Mr. Sears: Consultative Committee, which decided to transmit it to the Inter-

1. The electrical unit magnitudes of the system sanctioned by the national Committee without, however, finding it necessary to alter
General Conference in 1933, are identical with those of the prac- its vote of the previous day.
tical units derived from the classical cgs system of Maxwell.

2. These systems are based essentially on the conception of a
constant value for space permeability, this value being in the Maxwell Appendix 11-Intended Substitution of the
system numerically equal to 1. For the mks system unrationalized, Practical Absolute System of Electrical Units
this permeability would have the value 10-7, and for the mks system
rationalized, the value 41r10-7. In each of these systems the co- for the Existing International System
efficient A* is taken as a purely numerical constant, to which is
assigned the value unity so that it no longer appears in the equa- The following information (es translited from the original French
tions. The principal units of the 2 mks systems would thus be the text) WdS approved for general publication by the International
same as those of the practical system, the adoption of which was Committee of Weights and Measures at its meeting in October
sanctioned by the General Conference of 1933. 1935, at Sevres, France.

3. The various electrical units can all be derived from this con-
ception, by means of equations representing physical laws, and with 1. In accordance with the authority and iesponsibility placed
suitably selected constants. In principle, no one of these units has upon it by the General Conference of Weights and Measures in
priority over the rest. 1933, the International Committee of Weights and Measures has

4. The definitions adopted for the principal electromagnetic units decided that the actual substitution of the absolute system of elec-
might be the following: trical units for the international system shall take place on January

(a) A mpere. The ampere is the constant current which, maintained in 2 parallel 1, 1940.

rectilinear conductors of infinite length, separated by a distance of 1 meter, pro- 2. In collaboration with the national physical laboratories, the
duces between these conductors a force equal to 2 X 10-7 mks units of force per committee is actively engaged in establishing the ratios between the
meter of length. international units and the corresponding practical absolute units.
(b) Coulomb. The coulomb is the quantity of electricity transported each second 3. The committee directs attention to the fact that it is not at
by a current of one ampere. all The formanyexists electical tandarc toateitltsredtor
(c) Volt. The volt is the difference of electrical potential between 2 points of a necessary for any existing electrical standard to be altered or
conducting wire carrying a constant current of one ampere, when the power modified with a view to making its actual value conform with the new
dissipated between these points is equal to one mks unit of power (watt). units. For the majority of engineering applications, the old values of

(d) Ohm. The ohm is the electrical resistance between 2 points of a conductor, the international standards will be sufficiently close to the new for
when a constant difference of potential of one volt, applied between these points, no change, even of a numerical nature, to be required. If for any
produces in the conductor a current of one ampere, the conductor not being the
seat of an electromotive force. special reason a higher precision is necessary, numerical corrections
(e) Weber. The weber is the magnetic flux which, traversing a circuit of a can always be applied.
single turn, would produce an electromotive force of one volt, if brought to zero 4. The following table gives a provisional list of the ratios of
in one second with uniform diminution, the international units to the corresponding practical absolute units,
(f) Henry. The henry is the inductance of a closed circuit in which an electro- . .

motive force of one volt is produced when the electric current traversing the taken to the fourth decimal place. Since differences affecting the
circuit varies uniformly at the rate of one ampere per second. fifth decimal place exist between the standards of the international
(g) Farad. The farad is the electrical capacitance of a capacitor between the units held by the various national laboratories and also because all
armatures of which appears an electrical difference of potential of one volt, the laboratories which have undertaken determinations of the values
when charged with one coulomb of electric quantity. of their standards in absolute measure have not yet obtained final

5. These units may be derived as follows: results, the committee does not consider it desirable for the present
to seek a higher precision. At the same time, it hopes that it will be

Ampere .I. .IAmpere ....... .........I
Coulomb . Q... Ampere-second .IT possible to extend the table of these ratios, with a close approximation

Volt . E............ Watt per ampere.p-l to the fifth decimal place, well before the date fixed for the actual
Ohm . R............ Volt per ampere .E1 substitution of the practical absolute system for the international
Weber ..............Volt-second FT system
Henry ............ Volt-second per ampere .........ElI1T
Farad ....C ............ Ampere-second per volt ........ EIT Table
* In the course of the meetings of the International Committee of Weights and
Measures, Mr. Sears asked permission to insert certain additions at the head of 1 Ampere international = 0.999 9 Ampere absolute
this note in conformity with suggestions made to him by Sir Richard Glazebrook, 1 Coulomb international = 0.999 9 Coulomb absolute
these additions not affecting the general meaning of the note. The following 1 Ohm international = 1.000 5 Ohm absolute
paragraph has therefore been added: i VTolt international = 1.000 4 Volt absolute

Electromagnetic theory leads to the relation i Henry international = 1.000 5 Henry absolute

A5 pyo X ko X c2 1 Farad international = 0.999 5 Farad absolute

between the 4 quantities there appearing. Of these, 1 Weber international = 1.000 4 Weber absolute
c is the velocity of the propagation of electromagnetic waves in vacuum 1 Watt international = 1.000 3 Watt absolute
pa is the magnetic permeability of a vacuum 1 Joule international = 1.000 3 Joule absolute
kos is the permittivity of a vacuum
A is a constant coefficient
In order to have a theoretically complete system of electrical units, it is neces- References
sary to assign independent values to 12 of the 3 quantities A, p0o, and ko. The
third will then be determined by the above relation. In each of these systems 1. REPORTS ON ELECTRICAL STANnARSen, 1861, 1863, 1864, 1865, AND 1867.
the coefficient A is taken as a purely numerical constant to which is assigned British Assn. for the Advancement of Science.
the value given above so that it no longer appears in the equations. The princi-
pal units of the 2 inks systems would thus be the same as those of the practical 2. ELECTRICAL TABLES AND FORMULAE (a book), Latimer Clark and Robert
system, the adoption of which was sanctioned by the general conference of 1933. Sabine, 1871, preface.
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Proc., Intl. Elec. Congress, St. Louis, 1904, v. 1, p. 136-41. B, advisory committee No. 1 on nomenclature. I.E.C. Documenl R.M. 105.
16. THE SO-CALLED INTERNATIONAL ELECTRICAL UNITS, F. A. Wolff. Proc., 55. MEMORANDUM ON THE MKS SYSTEM OF PRACTICAL UNITS, G. Giorgi.
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17. ELECTRICAL STANDARDS, W. Jaeger. Proc., Intl. Elec. Congress, St. 56. LE UNITE PRATICHE DI ELETTROTECNICA COME SISTEMA AssOLUTO, G.
Louis, 1904, v. 1, p. 331. Giorgi. L'Elettrotecnica, v. 20, Feb. 15, 1933.

18. VERHANDLUNGEN DER INTERNATIONALEN KONFERENZ UEHER ELECTRISCHE 57. DUE CONFRONTI SIGNIFICATIVI SULL 'USO DELLE UNITE ASSOLUTE MKS,
MASSEINHEITEN, Oct. 23-25, 1925, Berlin. G. Giorgi. L'Elettrotecnica, v. 20, Feb. 25, 1933.

19. THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT (a book), V. Karapetoff, 1911; and TEE ELECTRIC 58. QUESTIONI VIVE SULLA SISTEMAZIONE DELLt UNITA ELETTROTECNICHE,
CIRCUIT (a book), V. Karapetoff, 1912. G. Giorgi. L'Eleltrotecnica, v. 21, Nov. 25, 1934.

20. ELECTRIC UNITS AND STANDARDS, Bureau of Standards Bul. No. 60, 9 COMPLETION OF THE PRACTICAL SYSTEM O
Washington, D. C., 1912.OPLTINOFTH RATIA SSTMOFMBSJRMIN AD HWashington, D. C., 1912. POSITION OF THE MATTER UNDER TEE I.E.C., J. E. Wennerberg. Teknisk

21. RATIONALIZATION OF THE MAGNETIC UNITS, J. H. Dellinger. E1ec. World, Tidskrift, May 1935, Stockholm.

1916- 60. THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTROMAGNETISM DURING THE LAST HUNDRED
22. A DIGEST OF THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE ELECTRICAL UNITS AND OF YEARS, A. E. Kennelly. Proc., Am. Historical Assn., Washington, 1921.
THE LAWS UNDERLYING THE UNITS, E. Bennett. Univ. of Wisconsin Bil., 1917.

61. HISTORICAL OUTLINE OF THE ELECTRICAL UNITS, A. E. Kennelly. Proc.,
23. DIE PHYSIKALISCHEN UND TECHNISCHEN EINHEITEN, J. Wallot. E.T.Z., S.P.E.E., v. 19, July 1928, p. 229-75.
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